Lineated material
—High albedo material (0.44; Squyres and Veverka, 1981)
activity. Lineations may be related to the same stresses that modified neigh-
patches of darker light material in areas of poor resolution.

Interpretation: Ice sheets or flows modified by tectonic

—Schematic
—Linear depression in dark materials, locally having raised

—Undivided light material (unit 

—Central peak
—Irregular depression

undivided dark material, with subdued troughs mostly having raised rims, with a dominant northeast trend. May have subdued
materials, although some could have formed before the youngest light mate-
peaks or pits.
inconspicuous lineations. Light materials are smooth with subdued or bright interior slopes, and subdued ejecta deposits. May have subdued
ery, but internal features such as peaks or pits.
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—Irregular depression
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